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FOREWORD 
This final report presents the results of work performed by 
personnel of the Aerodynamics Systems Group of Lockheed's 
Huntsville Engineering Center for NASA-HSFC under Contract 
NAS8-33807. 
technical monitor for this contract was Mr. Charlie C. Dill, Jr., 
to whom the authors are grateful for his valuable assistance, 
direction, and contributions to the successful completion of this 
study . 
The NASA Contracting Officer's Representative and 
This report is presented in three volumes as follows: 
I 
Volume I - Final Report 
Volume I1 - Appendix A 
Volume I11 - Appendixes B, C, D, E 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This document presents the analysis and interpretation of wind tunnel 
pressure data from Space Shuttle wind tunnel test IA300. 
tive of the test was to determine the effects of the SSWE and SRB plumes on 
the integrated vehicle forebody pressure distributions, the elevon hinge 
moments, and wing loads. The results of this test will be combined with 
flight test results to form a new data base to be employed in the IVBC-3 
airloads analysis. A secondary objective was to obtain solid plume data for 
correlation with the results of gaseous plume tests. 
The primary objec- 
Wind tunnel test IA300 was a transonic test of a 0.01-scale model of 
the Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle (SSLV). The wind tunnel test was conducted 
in the 11 x ll-foot section of the NASA-Ames Research Center Unitary Plan 
Wind Tunnel during January and February 1983. 
over portions of the entire wind tunnel model. The instrumentation 
consisted of surface pressure taps on the Orbiter, external tank and SRB 
strain gages on the Orbiter wing and elevons. 
Pressure data were obtained 
Air was used as a simulant gas to develop the model exhaust plumes. A 
portion of the test was devoted to testing at various power levels. 
from the power level portion was used in conjunction with flight base pres- 
sures to evaluate nominal power levels to be used during the investigation 
of changes in model attitude, elevon deflection and nozzle gimbal angle. 
Data 
The plume induced aerodynamic loads were developed for the Space 
Shuttle base areas and forebody areas. A computer code was developed to 
integrate the pressure data. Using simplified geometrical models of the 
Space Shuttle elements and components. 
develop plume induced force and moment coefficients that can be combined 
The pressure data were integrated to 
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with a power-off data base to develop a power-on data base. 
include.the Orbiter base including nozzles, ET base, and SRB base. The 
forebody includes the Orbiter areas forward of the base, including the body 
flap, wings and elevons, and ET and SRB areas forward of the base. 
The base areas 
A math model of the plume induced aerodynamic characteristics was de- 
veloped for a range of Mach numbers to match the forebody aerodynamic math 
model. The base aerodynamic characteristics are presented in terms of 
forces and moments versus attitude for the mission 3A reference trajectory. 
Total vehicle base and forebody aerodynamic characteristics are presented in 
terms of aerodynamic coefficient increments for Mach numbers 0.6 to 1.4. 
Element and component base and forebody aerodynamic increments are also 
presented for Mach numbers 0.6 to 1.4. These Mach numbers are compatible 
with defined forebody aerodynamic characteristics except for Mach 1.4. Base 
and forebody plume induced data are provided at Mach 1.4 since this was the 
highest Mach number for which data were available from the IA300 test. 
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2. WIND TUNNEL MODEL 
The IA300 wind tunnel model was a 0.01-scale model (75-OTS) of the 
Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle configuration (Fig. 2-11. This model was 
essentially the same as was used for an earlier plume test, IA138, conducted 
in 1977. The Orbiter model was the 140C model configuration (Fig. 2-2) 
which generally represents the OVlOl Orbiter mold lines. The External Tank 
model (Fig. 2-3) had all the significant protuberances and interstage hard- 
ware of the Light Weight Tank. The SRB models (Fig. 2-4) did not have the 
forward separation motors and TVC pod on the aft skirt modeled. 
the model configuration are obtainable from the pretest report (Ref. 1). 
Details of 
The model was supported by two strut configurations as shown in Figs. 
2-Sa and 2-5b. In the dual strut configuration, the vertical tail is re- 
placed by a dorsal strut supporting the Orbiter and housing the instrumenta- 
tion as well as the high pressure air flow passages. 
allowed the interstage area between the Orbiter and ET to be simulated with 
minimum strut interference. The single strut configuration was used in 
order to measure the pressures on the upper fuselage, upper wing, and 
vertical tail with minimum strut interference. 
This configuration 
The nozzles for both the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) and Solid 
Rocket Boosters (SRBs) were conical nozzles as shown schematically in Fig. 
2-6. Two different wall angles, 22 deg and 35 deg, were used for the SSHE 
nozzles. 
for the nozzles are presented in Section 4. 
configurations can be obtained from the pretest report (Ref. 1) and the 
nozzle calibration report (Ref. 2). 
The SRB nozzles used only the 35 deg wall angle. Calibration data 
Details of the nozzle 
The Orbiter was instrumented with 216 surface pressure taps distributed 
over the fuselage left wing, vertical tail and body flap. The right wing was 
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Note: Dimensions 
are i n  inches.  
t--4460.0 -4 
Xo 236 
I - 654.50 
b420.50-': 1789.6d __1__1 
n xe' 200 1852.60 -4 XB 1989.60 250.5 
XT 2175.1 
Fig. 2-1 Launch Configuration 
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I L B o d y  Flap L Body 
Fig. 2-2 Orbiter Configuration 
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Right  Hand Bank No. 1 
c 
Fig. 2-5a Single Strut Configuration 
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L e f t  Hand Bank No. 1 
Righ t  Hand Bank No. 2 
Fig. 2-5b Dual Strut Configuration 
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SSEE (Re = .4536 in.) 
35 .2207 2 .0554 .4022 
22 .2035 2.2290 .6586 
SRB (Re = .7283 in.) 
35 .3526 2.0655 0.6477 
22 .2035 2.2290 1.0573 
A l l  Nozzles Conical. 
&/TT = 1.0 for All Nozzles. 
Fig. 2-6 Nozzle Dimensions 
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gauged to obtain wing shear, root bending moment, and torsion moment data. 
The inboard and outboard elevons on the right wing were separately gauged to 
obtain hinge moment data. 
during the early portions of the test and did not provide consistent data 
through the I A 3 0 0  test. 
The wing and elevon gages were operational only 
The flow-through SSHE and (SRB) nozzles were capable of being set at 
various gimbal positions with six gimbal patterns investigated during the 
test. The inboard and outboard elevons were also set at various deflection 
angles and data obtained for three combinations of settings. 
The complete pressure instrumentation layout for the I A 3 0 0  test is 
, 
shown in Figs. 2-7 through 2-17. 
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Lo = 1290.3 in. T o t a l  48 
Xol - 235 
- -  Note : 
Lo Lo 
Fig. 2-7 IA300 Orbiter Fuselage Pressure Instrumentation 
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Fig. 2-8 Orbiter Body Flap Pressure Instrumentation 
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Fig. 2-9 Orbiter Base Pressure Instrumentation 
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Left Hand U i n g  Only 
500 
LOO 
- --.--- -_-e -*-. ---e-* --0 ----- e- e-. - - 
I I I i 
X. 500 600 700 800 .900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 
Fig. 2-10 IA300 Orbiter Wing Pressure Instrumentation 
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Note: 'lev' Denotes External 
Nozzle Wall Taps 
' '5 I' Denotes Internal 
Nozzle Wall Taps 
Located Taps are as Close 
a8 Poss ib le  t o  the Nozzle 
Ex i t  Plane 
Press. Tap Number Location 
External Internal Radial 
A 
V i e w  Looking Forward 1 8be 
1 
Total  Taps 12 
Fig. 2-11 Orbiter SSME Nozzle Pressure Instrumentation 
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Fig. 2-12 OMS Engine Nozzle Pressure Instrumentation 
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Fig. 2-13 IA300 Vertical Tail Pressure Instrumentation 
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0 Radial Location (de*) I i 
5.- 327.22 
eT = 1845.8 
Fig. 2-14 External Tank Pressure Instrumentation 
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3. TEST PROGRAM 
The IA300 wind tunnel test program consisted of a power variation phase 
at near flight attitude where the chamber pressure of the SSHE and SRB model 
nozzles were varied in an attempt to match flight base pressures on the 
Orbiter, ET and SRB. Then, in subsequent phases of the test, the chamber 
pressures were set at a nominal power level based on the best match of these 
base pressures to the flight values. Elevon deflections, nozzle gimbal 
settings, and attitude variations were run at the selected nominal power 
levels. 
Base pressure data from the power variations were evaluated at the test 
site to define the nominal model chamber pressures required to match flight 
base pressure. 
flight base pressure and plume simulation. 
conducted at -4 deg angle of attack and zero angle of sideslip for a series 
of Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4. These conditions generally approximated 
the attitudes for the range of flight base pressure data used for the plume 
s imu la t ion. 
Section 5 provides a discussion of the correlation of the 
The power variation phase was 
1 Following the power variations, the selected nominal power levels were 
set as the model was tested over a range of attitudes and configurations 
(duallsingle strut, elevon deflections, and gimbal angles). Data were 
obtained at angles of attack of -8, -4, 0, and +4 deg. The angles of 
sideslip were 0, and 24 deg. 1 
At the completion of the cold flow portion of the test, solid plume 
simulations replaced the cold-flow nozzles and the final testing was con- 
ducted using the solid plumes. 
portion of the IA300 test. 
This report does not address the solid plume 
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Table 3-1 lists all the variations and configurations tested during the 
cold flow portion of the IA300 test. The top portion of the table indicates 
which Mach numbers were tested f o r  each configuration. 
number columns, the table lists the various attitudes, elevon deflection and 
gimbal configurations for each Mach number tested. 
Below the Mach 
Three inboard/outboard elevon deflections were tested during the cold- 
flow portion of the test, 10/9, 1015, and 819. Over the Mach range tested, 
these deflections provided as close a match as possible to the Schedule 6 
duty cycle while providing sufficient data to develop inboard and outboard 
elevon variations effects. 
I The gimbal configurations tested during the IA300  test consisted of six 
different gimbal patterns including the nominal gimbal for both the SSME and 
SRB followed by variations from the nominal setting. 
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Two model nozzle tests were conducted in the NASA-MSFC 14-Inch Tran- 
sonic Wind Tunnel (TWT) to verify and calibrate the nozzles designed to pro- 
duce flight base pressure coefficients during the IA300 test. 
test, TWT-680, six nozzle configurations were tested to ensure that each 
nozzle design would produce full flow and the desired exit flow conditions. 
The six nozzle configurations tested are shown in Table 4-1. 









Table 4-1 TWT-680 NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS 
















The results of TWT-680 indicated that each of the nozzles tested exhibited 
full flow characteristics. 
nozzle compared to method-of-characteristics (HOC) predictions. Additional 
details of these results are available in Ref. 2. 
Figure 4-1 shows the actual results of one 
For the second test, TWT-683, the following components were tested: 
(1) one SRB nozzle, (2) part of the actual 0.01-scale SRB model flow system; 
(3) two sets of nozzles; and (4) with the aft section of the fuselage. The 
nozzle dimensional data are listed in Table 4-2. 
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NOZZLE WALL PRESSURES 
MOC vs MSFC (TWT-680) 
. \  
THLTAV RT ReIRT LT/RT 
SSHE 35 Deg .3%7 2 . 5 5 i 7  2.53?9 -1: Nozzle 
PC - 1221 psi (HOC) RC = RT 
Run 48 0 Run 49 X Run 50 + 
PC = 13.7 PC = 1650 PC = 1651 PC/?INF 
I I I I 1 I 
0.h 0.8 1.' 1.5 2 . 0  2 . 4  
1 
T X / R  
Fig. 4-1 TWT-680 Test Results 
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Nozzle 
SRB 
SRB Set 1 
SSME Set 2 
Table 4-2 TWT-683 NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS 
Throat Area Wall Angle 
.0027123 ft2 35 deg 
,003187 ft2 35 deg 
.002711 ft2 22 deg 
I I I 1 
I I I 
TWT-683 was conducted to verify the 0.01-scale nozzle fabrication and 
performance and to verify the adequacy of the IA300 model flow system. 
Each nozzle in the TWT-683 contained four pressure taps, two internal 
and two external, located near the nozzle exit plane. 
The results of TWT-683 compared to MOC results for various chamber 
pressures are shown in Figs. 4-2 and 4-3 for the 22 deg and 35 deg SSME 
nozzles, respectively. Additional details of the TWT-683 results are 
available in Ref. 2. 
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Nozzle Uall  Pressures Configuration 63 (Lover S t r u t )  
' 6 4  (Upper S t r u t )  







THETAW % RE/RT pD 
Sym. (gsi)  Confiq. 









Note : 64 






63 (Tap L o c . )  
/ I--- 
/ I $I (All Taps) / 





L o o k i n g  Fwd 
Tap LOC. Tap LOC. ( 2 . 9 8 1 )  
(.0575 in. Fwd of E x i t )  
I 1 1 1 
0 1.0 2.0 3 .O 4.0 
Fig. 4-2 TWT-683 Test Results (Configurations 63 and 6 4 )  
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F i g .  4-3 TWT-683 Test Results (Configurations 61 and 62) 
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5. PLUME SIMULATION 
The Space Shuttle plumes were simulated using cold air flowing through 
the IA300 model nozzles. 
IA300 test were determined from the best match of the model base pressure 
environment to the base pressure environment developed from the first five 
Shuttle test flights. This was the criterion for determining the nominal 
chamber pressures for the SSME and SRB plumes. Power variations were run 
varying the SSME and SRB chamber pressure. The Orbiter and ET base pressures 
were measured and plotted versus SRB/SSHE chamber pressure to establish the 
nominal power level as shown in Fig. 5-1. 
determined where the model base pressure curve crossed into the flight base 
pressure envelope. 
was then plotted versus Mach number as shown in Fig. 5-2. 
The model plume characteristics required for the 
The nominal power level was 
The base pressure for the selected nominal power level 
The plume similarity parameter (SP) used for each flow through nozzle 
in the IA300 test was 
M . 8  
SP = - 
0.25 Y 'e 
The results of the nozzle calibration test, TWT-683, for the SSME simi- 
larity parameter, M and H. are shown in Figs. 5-3 through 5-10. 
e J 
The prototype plume characteristics are a function of the motor chamber 
pressure and altitude and are therefore dependent on the ascent trajectory. 
The Mission 3A ascent trajectory characteristics were used as a reference 
trajectory. These reference characteristics that influence the prototype 
plume characteristics are presented in Table 5-1. 
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0 - -.2 - . 3  -_  
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Fig. 5-1 IA300 SSMEISRB Chamber Pressures vs Base Pressures 
for SRB, ET, and Orbiter 
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0 IA300 Nominal Power 
a10 - -4"Io'  
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I I I 1 
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STS 1-5 F l i g h t  Data Band 
Fig. 5-2 Comparison of Base Pressure for IA300 Nominal 
SSHE/SRB Power Levels 
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SSME SIMILARITY PARAMETER 
CONFIGURATION 
(Ow = 35.23', Lower S t r u t )  
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Fig. 5-3 SSHE Similarity Parameter (Configuration 61) 
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Fig. 5-4 SSHE Similarity Parameter (Configuration 62)  
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Fig. 5-5 SSME Similarity Parameter (Configuration 63) 
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Fig. 5-6 SSME Similarity Parameter (Configuration 64) 
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Fig. 5-7 SSllE Mach Numbers (Configuration 61) 
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Fig. 5-8 SSME Mach Numbers (Configuration 6 2 )  
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Fig. 5-9 SSHE Mach Numbers (Configuration 63) 
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Fig. 5-10 SSHE Mach Numbers (Configuration 64) 
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Table 5-1 ASCENT TRAJECTORY AND SRB - SSHE C W E R  PRESSURE 
















































The results of the IA300 power variations in matching the Orbiter, ET, 
and SRB flight base pressures are shown as the selected nominal power level 
in Figs. 5-11 through 5-13. These figures show that the nominal power level 
matched the Orbiter and ET base pressures throughout the Mach range. How- 
ever, the SRB base pressures were generally on the high side of the flight 
base pressure envelope. 
observed in the HSFC TWT-675 solid plume test. 
These results were generally the same as was 
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6. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTEGRATION MODEL 
The analysis of the IA300 plume induced aerodynamic characteristics was 
performed using different pressure data over different portions of the ve- 
hicle. This type of analysis was similar to that used for the IA119IIA138 
analysis (Ref. 3). The two types of pressure data used were power-on pres- 
sure coefficients to evaluate the base forces and moments and power-delta 
pressure coefficients (Acp = 
change in forebody aerodynamic characteristics. The location on the Space 
Shuttle vehicle where these two types of pressure data were used is shown in 
Fig. 6-la. 
- to evaluate the C*power-on CPpower-o f f 
The data analysis procedure required power-on, power-off and power- 
delta pressure coefficients from the IA300 DATA" tapes. Both power-on 
pressure coefficients and power-delta pressure coefficients were required to 
evaluate the plume effects from the IA300 test. Each data set on the 
DATAMAN tape contained all the interpolated alpha and beta conditions that 
were run for a particular elevon and gimbal configuration. 
shows a sample of the data sets that were used to determine the power delta 
pressure coefficients or pressure coefficients for each component in the 
pressure integration. This table lists the component, the power-on and 
power-off data set identifier, the strut configuration (dual or single), the 
starting address for each data set and the range of pressure taps in each 
data set. Similar data sheets were used for each Mach number, elevon 
configuration, and gimbal configuration. These data sheets were used to 
develop a pressure integration data file for each case integrated. 
Figure 6-lb 
The next phase of the analysis consisted of developing a computer model 
for performing the pressure integration. This was accomplished by dividing 
the total Shuttle vehicle into various elements and modeling these elements 
in such a manner so as to provide an accurate representation of the actual 
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external pressure environment over the complete vehicle. Each of the ele- 
ments discussed in the following paragraphs were modeled into discrete areas 
to which pressure measurements were assigned using the pressure tap identi- 
fication numbers from the test. 
models, an analysis was made of the spatial extent of the plume effects on 
the model. 
each of the integration model elements. 
Prior to developing the discrete area 
A portion of these analyses is presented in the discussion of 
The following paragraphs present a brief discussion of the analysis and 
modeling techniques used to evaluate the plume induced aerodynamic char- 
acteristics. 
6.1 ORBITER BASE 
The Orbiter base includes the base heat shield, upper body flap area, 
OMS pod base projected area, and vertical tail base. 
instrumentation on IA300  was limited to one side of the orbiter base and one 
OMS pod as shown in Fig. 6-2. A schematic of the projected areas assigned 
to each pressure tap on the Orbiter base is shown in Fig. 6-3. The nozzle 
exit area projections on the base heat shield were excluded from the total 
base area as shown in the figure. Table 6-1 lists the full scale projected 
Orbiter base pressure 
areas for the orbiter base along with their location, size, and tap number 
used for integration. Single strut pressure data were used for the lower 
half of the base and dual strut data for the upper half. This was necessary 
since various pressure taps on the upper portion of the base were not func- 
tional during the single strut part of the IA300 test. Figure 6-4 shows a 
comparison of the base taps for both the dual and single strut portions of 
the test. As can be seen from this figure, using base pressure data from 
the single strut configuration would not provide adequate base pressure data 
for the upper portion of the Orbiter base. 
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Fig. 6-2 IA300 Orbiter Base Pressure Instrumentation 
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Fig. 6-3 Orbiter Base Relative Areas 
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Table 6-1 EFFECTIVE AREA MODELING OF TAPS FOR ORBITER FOREBODY 
BODY TAP */FUNC. FlRER x Y z THETA PHI 
SO-FT. 
764. ORBITER BRSE 
765. ORBITER BRSE 
766. ORBITER BASE 
767. ORBITER BASE 
769. OPBlTER BRSE 
771. ORBITER BASE 
772. ORBITER BRSE 
773. ORBITER BOSE 
774. ORBITER BASE 
775. ORBITER BASE 
776. ORBITER BASE 
777. ORBITER BASE- 
779. ORBITER BASE 
700. ORBITER BASE 
781. ORBITER BASE 
782. ORBITER BASE 
783. ORBITER DRSE 
704. ORBlTER BASE 
785. ORB ITER BFISE 
786. ORBlTER BASE 
707. ORBITER BASE 
780. OPBllER BASE 
789. ORBlTER BRSE 
790. ORB ITER BASE 
791. ORBITER BnSE 
793. ORBITER BASE 
794. ORBITER DRSE 
795. OROITER 8nSE 
796. ORBITER DRSE 
797. ORBITER BASE 
x e .  ORBITER BASE 
778. ORBITER ens€ 
778. ORBITER BASE 
792. ORBITER es.5 
798. ope ITER BnsE 
799. ORQ ITER BRSE 
EOR. OR817ER BASE 
601. O R B l l E R  8HSE 
802. ORBITER BnSE 
803. ORBI lER BASE 
805. ORBITER BOSE 
806. ORBITER BASE 
807. ORBITER BASE 
em.  ORB ITER ens€ 
m e .  ORBITER ens€ 
809. ORB ITER BASE 
B I Z .  OPBITER 0nsE 
810. ORBITER BWE. 
811. ORBITER BfGE 
813. UI.!UllCI? llII‘*E 
814. ORBITER BRSE 
915. ORBITER BQSE 
816. ORBITER DRSE 
‘317. O R B I E R  8RSE 
YIU. OPOITER ens€ 
e i y .  URBIIER BMSE 
8 2 2 .  ORBITER easE 
823. OPBITER eRsE 
B20. ORBITER BRSE 
921. ORBlTER BFISE 
824. 0I:BlTER OirSE 
8.2’5. 01<01TER BASE 
826. OPQIlER DHSE 
E27. UCQIlER BtlSE 
WE. U I ’ Q I I E K  QtlSE 
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6.2 OMS PODS 
The OMS pods were analyzed using the effective areas and orientation as 
shown in Fig. 6-5. The areas shown in this figure are tabulated in Table 
6-2. These forebody area values are projected areas from the orientation 
shown in Fig. 6-5. The angles shown are at the centroid of each area meas- 
ured clockwise from the Y axis. Proximity Orbiter base pressures were used 
for the overhang area. 
6.3 BODY FLAP 
The Orbiter body flap instrumentation and effective areas for the base, 
are shown in Figs. 6-6, 6-7a and 6-7b, respectively. The effective areas 
that were used for pressure integration are listed in Table 6-3. 
and aft surfaces of the body flap are included on the Orbiter base while 
lower surface is included in the Orbiter forebody. 
The upper 
6.4 ORBITER FOREBODY 
The Orbiter forebody pressure instrumentation layout from the Pretest 
Report (Ref. 1) is shown in Fig. 6-8. The forebody plume induced aero- 
dynamic characteristics were evaluated using power delta Cp values. 
tion of the power delta Cp values showed that the forebody power effects 
were as far forward as the forward attach strut on the underside of the 
Orbiter and to the vicinity of the glove leading edgeifuselage junction on 
the side of the Orbiter. 
analysis plots for several Mach numbers at two stations aft of the forward 
attach strut. 
and SRB along with the power variations of the SRB and SSME, respectively. 
Figure 6-11 represents the power delta Cp along the side of the Orbiter 
fuselage and indicates an incremental pressure of +0.015 forward of the 
glove fuselage junction at some Mach numbers. 
Evalua- 
Figures 6-9a, 6-9b, and 6-10 show a sample of the 
These plots reflect the maximum power setting for the SSME 
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Note: OMS pod overhang (duplicate of Area 6 from top side). 
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Fig. 6-6 Orbiter Body Flap Pressure Instrumentation 
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Fig. 6-8 Orbiter Forebody Pressure Instrumentation 
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Fig. 6-11 Power AC Along Orbiter Fuselage 
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As a result of this analysis almost the entire Orbiter was modeled for 
the forebody pressure integration. Figure 6-12 shows the effective area 
modeling for the Orbiter forebody. These areas and their representative 
locations are listed in Table 6-4. The table also lists the pressure tap or 
weighted combination of pressure taps that were assigned to each area for 
the pressure integration. The weighted combination of taps was determined 
by analysis of pressure tap data in adjacent areas with the resulting 
weighted area averaging a function of the spatial location of the taps used 
and the integration area analyzed. The first six areas listed in the table 
do not have a pressure tap assigned for integration. This indicates that 
these areas were subsequently deleted from the area model because of in- 
sufficient pressure data. 
6.5 WING AND ELEVONS 
The wing pressure instrumentation layout is presented in Fig. 6-13. 
The wing power delta pressures were evaluated at the high power levels and 
nominal power levels to determine the wing spatial content of the plume 
effects. 
in Figs. 6-14 and 6-15 for Mach 0.9 for the upper and lower wing surface. 
As can be seen from these figures, subsonically, the plume effects covered 
the entire Orbiter wing. In the transonic region, the spatial extent of the 
plume effects was somewhat smaller and generally limited to the aft portion 
of the wing and inboard elevon. 
Orbiter wing was modeled as shown in Fig. 6-16. The areas, location and tap 
numbers assigned to each area are shown in Table 6-5. 
used for the wing plume induced aerodynamic characteristics is presented in 
Fig. 6-17. 
An example of the evaluation at the nominal power level is shown 
For the pressure integration, the entire 
The sign convention 
6.6 VERTICAL TAIL 
The vertical tail pressure instrumentation is shown in Fig. 6-18. 
Power delta Cp's were evaluated for both the maximum and nominal SSHE/SRB 
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Table 6-4 EFFECTIVE AREA XODELING REPRESENTATIVE LOCATIONS 
502. ORB. FBDY 
503. ORB. FBDY 
504. ORB. FBDY 
585. ORB. FBDY 
586. ORB. FBDY 
507. ORB. FBDY 
508. ORB. FBDY 
509. ORB. FBDY 
510. ORB. FBDY 
511. ORE. FBDY 
512. ORB. FBDY 
513. ORB. FBDY 
514. ORB. FBDY 
515. ORB. FBDY 
516. ORB. FBDY 
517. ORB. FBDY 
SIB .  ORB. FBDY 
519. ORB. FBDY 
520. ORB. FBDY 
521. ORB. FBDY 
522. ORB. FBDY 
523. ORB. FBDY 
524. ORB. FBDY 
525. ORB. FBDY 
526. ORB. FBDY 
527. ORB. FBDY 
528. ORB. FBDY 
529. OR0. FBDY 
530. ORB. FBDY 
531. ORB. FRDY 
532. ORB. FBDY 
533. ORB. FBDY 
534. ORB. FBDY 
535. ORB. FBDY 
536. ORB. FBDY 
537. ORB. FBDY 
530. ORB. FBDY 
539. ORB. FBDY 
540. ORB. FBDY 
541. ORB. FBDY 
542. ORB. FBDY 
543. ORB. FBDY 
544. ORB. FBDY 
545. ORB. FBDY 
546. ORB. FRPY 
547. ORB. FBDY 
548. OPB. FBDY 
549. ORB. FBDY 
558. ORB. FBDY 
551. OP0. FODY 
552. ORB. FRDY 
553. ORB. FBDY 
554. ORB. FBDY 
555. ORB.  FODY 
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Table 6-4 (Concluded) 
557. ORB. FBDY 
559. ORB. FBDY 
559. OPB. FBDY 
560. ORB. FBDY 
561. ORB. FBDY 
562. ORB. FBDY 
563. ORB. FBDY 
564. ORB. FBDY 
565. ORB. FBDY 
566. ORB. FBDY 
567. ORB. FBDY 
569. ORB. FBDY 
569. ORB. FBDY 
570. ORB. FBDY 
571. ORB. FBDY 
572. ORB. FBDY 
573. ORO. FBDY 
574. ORB. FBDY 
575. ORB. FBDY 
516. C!iS.  FSDY 
577. ORB. FBDY 
578. ORB. FBDY 
5 9 .  ORB. FBDY 
590. ORB. FBDY 
581. ORB. FBUY 
502. OPB. FBDY 
583. ORB. FBDY 
584. ORB. FBDY 
506. ORB. FBDY 
589. ORB. FBDY 
599: ORB. FBDY 
599. ORB. FBDY 
591. O W .  FBDY 
592. OPB. FDDY 
593. ORB. FBDY 
59.1. ORB. FBDY 
595. ORB. FBDY 
596. ORB. FBDY 
597. ORB. FBDY 
598. ORB. FBDY 
599. ORB. FBDY 
608. ORB. FBDY 
601. ORB. FBDY 
602. ORB. FBDY 
603. ORB. FBDY 
604. ORB. FBDY 
605. ORB. FBDY 
606.  ORB. FBDY 
585. o w .  FBDY 
597. o m .  FBDY 
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394. RIGtIT WING 
395. RIGHT UIHG 
396. RIGHT UIHG 
397. R I G l l T  Ul l lG 
399. RIGHT U I I G  
480. RIGHT U l l i t  
4 9 1 .  RIGHT WING 
402. R l G l l T  Ull lG 
r 8 3 .  RIGHT UIllt 
404. RIGHT UIIG 
405. RIGIIT UllG 
406. R l G I l T  W l l l t  
407. R I G H T  WlllG 
4D9. RIGHT Ulllt 
410. R l W l T  UIIU: 
411. RIGHT UlHt 
412. RIGHT UlllG 
413. PlGHT UlNG 
414. RIGHT UIHG 
415. RIC)IT W I I G  
416. RlGllT U l lG  
417. RIGHT WING 
413. RIGMT UIlG 
420. RIGHT U l l G  
421. RIGHT WltlG 
422. RIGHT WING 
423. RlGllT WlllG 
424. R I G W  UIl iC 
U S .  RIGHT UIllG 
426. RIGHT WlllG 
427. RIGHT WIIIC 
429. RIGHT UlllC 
430. RIGIIT W l l l t  
431. PIGHT U I l l G  
432. RIGHT W l l i t  
433. RIGHT Ul l lG 
434. R I G H T  U l l i t  
435. R l G t l T  UIIIG 
536. RIGHT U l l i G  
437. RFGHT U l l i G  
439. R I G H T  Wl l lG 
44. R K H T  Ul l lG 
4-41. RIGHT UIIIG 
442. RIW4T WlNC 
443. RIGHT WING 
444. R I G H T  WlHG 
445. RIGHT WIIiG 
446. RIGHT W l l G  
447. R l G l l T  UlltG 
4oE. R I C H 1  U l l l C  
449. R l G l l T  W l l l t  
459. UlGllT UlllG 
451. RlGHT UlllC 
452. RIGHT W I I G  
453. RIGI4T WItIC 
454. R I G H T  W I l i t  
455. RIGHT WIIIC 
456. RIGHT WING 
457. RlGllT W l l l t  
4'59. P I G I i T  W l l l G  
.SA. R l G l I T  Wll lG 
4 6 1 .  P I G H T  WlllG 
398. RIGIIT UIIIG 
ae. RIGHT WING 
418. RIGIIT uim 
428. RIGHT UIIIC 
438. RIGHT U I I G  
458. R i c i n  W I I G  
4 6 2 .  a ic i t r  WIIIG 
.2#,3. wictir WIIIG 
464 .  RIGHT WIIIG 
465. R I G H T  WlllG 
466. R l G I l T  W I l l G  
41;:. R I G l t T  UIIIG 
dh6. R l Z l l T  W l l l t  
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Table 6 - 5  (Continued) 
SS6. LEFT Ulffi 
s7. rn U l f f i  
658. LEFT UIM; 
659. LEFT UI lG  
560. LEFT Ul lG 
661. LEFTULNG 
662. LEFT UlNG 
663. LEFT U l l G  
664. LEFT U l f f i  
665. LEFT U l IG  
666. LEFT UI IG 
667. LEFT UlNC 
669. LEFT UItIC 
670. LEFT U l t l t  
671. LEFT UIN6 
672. LEFT UINC 
m. LOFTUIHG 
674. LEFT UlHG 
m. L E F l U I f f i  
676. LEFT urtff i 
m. LFFTUIffi 
678. LEFT U l W  
679. LEFT UlNG 
661. LEFT U l l l t  
at. LEFT Ulf f i  
668. LEFT UINC 
me. LEFT UIG 
683. LEFT UING 
sed. LEFT uiffi 
686. LEFT u i t i c  
608. LEFT u i i f f i  
69s. LEFT UING 
607. LEFT UING 
689. LEFT i i l l i t  
690. LEFT UlllG 
691. LEFT UlllG 
692. LEFT UING 
633. LEFT UIHG 
694. LEFT UIHG 
695. LEFT U l l l t  
696. LEFTUING 
697. LEFT UI IG 
699. LEFT U l N t  
609. LEFT U l l G  
700. LEFT Ul f f i  
701. LEFT UlNC 
702. LEFT UlNC 
704. LEFT U l l l t  
706. LEFT U l tG  
7 0 I .  LEFT UltlG 
709. LEFT U l l l t  
711. LEFT U l l l t  
712. LEFT Ullcc 
713. LEFT Uliit 
714. LEFT Ull lG 
715. LEFT I J l l I t  
716. LEFT bllIiG 
717. LEFT W l l l G  
71s .  LEFT U l l i t  
719. LEFT UlliG 
7Z'Y. LEFTUIHG 
72 1. LEFT W l l i t  
722. LEFT U l l i t  
723. LEFT UIllG 
724. LEFT Ul lG 
725. LEFT UlNG 
726. LEFT UI IG 
727. LEFT U l l l t  
729. LEFT UlNG 
729. LEFT Ulllt 
739. LEFT U l t l t  
731- LEFT UlNG 
783. LEFT uimi 
7es. LEFT UING 
7w. LEFT umc 
718. LEFT UIIG 
2s 
202 
t . 5 ~ 2 5 ' ) + ( . 5 ~ Z 6 '  )- * 
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Table 6-5 (Concluded) 
732. LEFT IELV 
733. LEFT IELV 
734. LEFT IELV 
735. LEFT IELV- 
736. LEFT IELV 
737. LEFT IELV 
738. LEFT lELV 
739. LEFT IELV 
740. LEFT IELV 
741. LEFT IELV 
742. LEFT IELV-  
743. LEFT IELV 
744. LEFT OELV 
7.15. LEFT OELV 
746. LEFT OELV- 
747. LEFT OELV 
768. LEFT IELV 
749. LEFT IELV 
150. LEFT IELV 
751. LEFT IELV 
752. LEFT IELV 
753. LEFT IELV 
754. LEFT IELV 
755. LEFT 1ELV 
756. LEFT IELV-  
757. LEFT IELV 
759. LEFT IELV 
760;  LEFT E L V  
761. LEFT OELV 
762. LEFT OELV 
763. LEFT OELV 
7513. LEFT IELV 
470. RIGHT IELV 
471. RIGHT l E L 4  
472. RIGHT IELV 
473. RIGHT IELV 
474. RIGHT IELV 
475. RIGHT IELV 
476. RIGHT IELV 
477. RIGHT IELV 
479. RlGHT IELV 
480. RIGHT IELV 
482. R IGIIT OELV 
483. R IGHT OELV 
484. RIGHT OELV 
485. RlGtlT OELV 
486. RIGl lT IELV 
487. RIGHT IELV 
488. RIGHT IELV 
489. R I G I I T  lELV 
49R. PlGHT IELV 
492. R I G H T  IELV 
403. RIGHT IELV 
493. RIGHT IELV 
495. RIGHT IELV 
496. R I G H T  IELV 
497. RIGHT IELV 
498. R IGllT OELV 
499. RIGHT OELV 
508.  RIGHT OELV 
501. RIGHT OELV 
4713. RIGHT i E L v  
481. RIGHT IELV 
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Fig. 6-17 Wing and Elevon Force and Moment Sign Convention 
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Fig. 6-18 IA300 Vertical Tail Instrumentation 
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power levels as presented in Figs. 6-19a through 6-196 in the subsonic and 
transonic Mach regimes. These figures indicate that for the higher Mach 
numbers, the plume effects at both power levels were generally limited to 
the aft portion of the vertical tail, extending along the entire span. Sub- 
sonically, however, the plume effects encompassed the complete vertical tail. 
For the pressure integration, the complete vertical tail was modeled as 
shown in Fig. 6-20. Each of the areas shown in this figure are listed in 
Table 6-6 along with the assigned pressure tap numbers that were used for 
the integration. The sign convention used for computing the vertical tail 
forces and moments is shown in Fig. 6-21. 
6.7 SRB BASE PRESSURE 
The SRB base instrumentation layout from Ref. 1 is shown in Fig. 6-22. 
The effective area model for the SRB base is shown in Fig. 6-23. Table 6-7 
lists the effective areas and the pressure tap assigned to each area. 
6.8 SRB FOREBODY 
The SRB forebody instrumentation layout from Ref. 1 is shown in Fig. 
6-24 and the pressure integration effective areas listed in Table 6-8. 
6.9 ET BASE 
The ET base instrumentation layout from Ref. 1 is shown in Fig. 6-25. 
The effective area model for the ET base is shown in Fig. 6-26. Table 6-9 
lists each of the pressure integration areas along with their pressure tap 
assignments. 
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^ ^  
Vertical Tail Power Delta 
ACn x 100 
Mach - % r Power SSME: Nom Rudder H i n g e  L i n e  
I I I I 1 
1300 1.400 1500 1600 1700 
xv 
n 






Fig. 6-19a Power AC,, Nominal Power, Mach 0.8 
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Mach - 0.9 
a l e  --4/o 
Vertical Tai l  Power Delta 
hC x 100 





/ ”  
.1 .o  







F i g .  6-19b Power AC,, High Power, Mach 0.9 
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V e r t i c a l  T a i l  Power Delta 
ACp x 100 
Power SSME: Nom Mach -1.25 
a/B --4/o sRB: Nom 
Rudder Hinge 
ye n 
1 .o - 1019 %o 
Left Nand S i d e  0 Right Hand S i d e  
Note: For Configuration I1 
v e r t i c a l  t a i l  o n l y .  
I I I I 1 







Fig. 6-19c Power ACp, Nominal Power, Mach 1.25 
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Vertical Ta i l  Power Delta 
AC x 100 
Power SSMEEI High 
P 
Mach - 1.25 
a / 6  =-4/o SRBI High 
Rudder Hinge 
Te n 






r I I I 1 
1400 1500 1600 1700 1300 
x" 
Fig. 6-194 Power ACp, High Power, Mach 1.25 
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1300 1350 1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 
x 
V 
Fig. 6-20 Vertical Tail Pressure Integration 
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Table 6-6 EFFECTIVE AREA MODELING OF TAPS FOR VERTICAL TAIL 
BODY TIIP 6 U N C .  a m  X Y z THETA PHI 
SO-FT. 
608. VERT. TOIL 
689. VERT. TAIL 
610. VERT. T A I L  
611. VERT. T A I L  
612. VERT. T A I L  
614. VERT. T R l L  
615. VERT. T R l L  
616. VERT. T A I L  
617. M R T .  T A I L  
618. VERT. T R l L  
619. VERT. T A I L  
620. M R T .  T A I L  
621. VERT. T A I L  
622. VERT. T R I L  
623. M R T .  T A I L  
624. M R T .  T A I L  
625. M R T .  T O I L  
626. VERT. T n l L  
628 .  ‘ S R T .  T O I L  
629. M R T .  T A I L  
631. M R T .  T A I L  
632. M R T .  T R I L  
633. VERT. T A I L  
634. VERT. T R l L  
635. M R T .  T A I L  
636. M R T .  T O I L  
637. M R T .  TFtlL 
636. K R T .  T A I L  
639. K R T .  T O I L  
640. LERT.  T R I L  
6.11. K R T .  T O I L  
642. VERT. T h I L  
643. M R T .  T R l L  
644. VERT. T O I L  
645. VERT. T A I L  
646. M R T .  T A I L  
647. VERT. T A I L  
613 .  MRT. T a i L  
627. VERT. T a i L  
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Fig. 6-21 Vertical Tail Force and Moment Sign Convention 
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Effective A r e a 7  - 
208. 2" 
- 
F i g .  6-23 SRB Base Effective Area 
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Table 6-7 EFFECTIVE AREA MODELING OF TAPS FOR SFtB BASE 
73. L. SRB BASE 3140 
74. L. SRB BFISE 3142 
75. L. SRB BFISE 3 144 
76. 1. SRB BASE 3147 
143. R .  SRB BASE 3140 
15J. R.  SRB BRSE 3 142 
lSl.-R. SRB BASE 3144 
152. R. SRB BASE 3147 
29.9368 2470.50 -250.50 318.89 90.8 0.0 
29.9368 2478.50 -339.61 400.08 98.8 0.0 
29.9360 2478.50 -250.50 489.11 98.0 0.0 
29.9368 2478.50 -161.38 408.00 ' 90.0 0.0 
29.9360 2470.50 250.50 310.89 90.0 0.0 
29.9360 2470.58 339.61 400.80 90.0 0.0 
29.9360 2470.50 250.50 489.11 90.0 e .e 
29.9360 2478.50 161.38 400.08 90.0 0.0 
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1860 6 1 1  850 1 0 5 0  1201 1 3 4 1  1 4 5 0  1650 1800 
XI) " 200 
I G 
1 
" I  
xB 1989.59 
Xu 1 9 3 0 . 6 3 7  
I 
1925 
I I b R a d i a l  ( d e n )  I I  
180 180 
0 0 
LllS Rl lS  
SRB SRB 
V i e w  Looklng Fud. 
- 200 
= 1 1 3 0 . 6 4  
N o t e :  "A" Denotes LII SRB Tape. 
"0" D e n o t e s  RII SKB Tepa. 
Fig. 6-24 IA300 SRB Pressure Instrumentation 
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Table 6-8 EFFECTIVE AREA MODELING OF TAPS FOR LEFT ORBITER FOREBODY 
1. L. SRB FBDY. 
2. L. SRB FBDY. 
3. L. SRB FBDY. 
4- L. SRB FBDY. 
5. L. SRB FBDY. 
6 .  L. SRB FBDY. 
7. L. SRB FBDY. 
8. L. SRB FBDY. 
9. L. SRB FBDY. 
18. L. SRB FBDY. 
11. L. SRE FBDY. 
12. L. SRB FBDY. 
13. L. SRB FEDY. 
14. L. SRB FBDY. 
15. L. SRB FBDY. 
16. L. SRB FBDY. 
17. L. SRE FBDY. 
18. L. SRB FBDY. 
19. L. SRB FBDY. 
28. L. SHE FBDY. 
21. L. SRE FODY. 
22. L. SRB FBDY. 
23. L. SRB FBDY. 
24. L. SRE FEDY. 
25. L. SRB FBDY. 
26. L. SfiE FBUY. 
27. L. SRO FBDY. 
28. L. SRB FBDY. 
29. L. SRB FODY. 
30. L. SRE FBDY. 
31. L. SRB FBDY. 
32. L. SRE FBDY. 
33. L e  SQe FBDY. 
34. L. SRE FBDY. 
35. L. SRE FBDY. 
36. L. SRB FBDY. 
37. L. SRE FBDY. 
39. L. SRO FBDY. 
40. L. SRB FBDY. 
41. L. SRB FBDY. 
313. L. sfie FBDY. 
42. L. me FBDY. 
43. L. sRe F e w .  
44. L. SRB FBDY. 
45. L. SRE FBDY. 
46. L. SRO FBDY. 
47. L. SRE FBUY. 
40. L. SRE FBDY. 
49. L. SRE FODY. 
58.  L.  SRE FBDY. 
51. L .  SRB TODY. 
52. L. SRO FBDY. 
53. L. SRE FBDY. 
54- L. SfiB FBDY. 
55. L.  SRE FODY. 
56. L. SRE FBDY. 
57. L. SRE SKIRT 
59. L. SRO SKIRT 
60. L. SRB SKIRT 
61. L. SRE SKIRT 
62. L. SRB SKIRT 
63. L. SRB SKIRT 
58. L. SRE SKIRT 
64. L. sfie SKIRT 
65. L. sfie SKIRT 
66.  L. SRB SKIRT 
67. L. SRE SKIRT 
68. L .  SRB SKIRT 
6 9 .  L. SRB SKIRT 
70. L. SRD SKIRT 
T I .  L .  SRB S K l R l  
72. L .  SRB SKIRT 
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77. R .  SRE FEDY. 
78. R. SRQ FBDY. 
79. R .  SRO FEDY. 
88. R. SRB FBDY. 
82. R. SRE FBDY. 
83. R .  SRE FBDY. 
84. R. SRB FBDY. 
85. R. SRB FEDY. 
86. R .  SRB FEDY. 
87. R .  SRB FEDY. 
89. R .  SRE FBDY. 
90. R .  SRE FEDY. 
91. R .  SRE FEDY. 
92. R .  SRE FEDY. 
93. R .  SRE FODY. 
94. R .  SRE FBDY. 
95. R .  SKE FEDY. 
96. R .  SRQ FEDY. 
97. R .  SRE FODY. 
98. R. SRB FBDY. 
99. R. SRB FEDY. 
100. R .  SRB FBDY. 
101. R .  SRE FBDY. 
182. R. SRB FEDY. 
103. R .  SRE FBFY. 
104. R .  SRE FBDY. 
105. R .  SRB FBDY. 
106. R. SRE FBDY. 
ID7 R -  '500 FBPY. 
108. R.  SRE FBDY. 
109. R .  SR8 FBDY. 
110. 8 .  SRE FBDY. 
I l l .  R .  SRE FEDY. 
tI2.  R .  SRB FBDY. 
114. R .  SCO FODY. 
115. R .  SRE FEDY. 
116. R .  SRB FODY. 
118. R. SRE FODY. 
120. R. SRE FODY. 
121. R .  SRO FEDY. 
127. 1. SRB 58DV. 
t2J. R. SRB FEDY. 
124. R .  SRE FBDY. 
125. R .  SRB FEDY. 
126. R .  SRE FODY. 
127. R. SRE FEDY. 
128. R .  SRE FEDY. 
129. R .  SRO FEDY. 
130. R .  SRE FBDY. 
131. R .  SRB FEDY. 
132. R. SRE FBDY. 
81. R. size FEDY. 
ea. R .  s m  FEFY. 
113. e. sfio FBDY. 
117. R .  SKE r o w .  
119. R .  SRO row. 
133. R. SRB S K I R T  
134. R. SRE SKIRT 
135. R. SRE S K I R T  
136. R. SRB SKIRT 
137. R .  SRB SKIRT 
139. R. SRB SKIRT 
139. R .  SRE SKIRT 
140. R .  SRE SKIRT 
141. R .  SRE S K I R T  
142. R .  SRE SKIRT 
143. R. SRE SKIRT 
144. R. SRE SKIRT 
145. R. SRE SKIRT 
146. R .  SRO S K I R T  
147. R. SRE S1:IPT 
140. R .  SRE SKIRT 
('3059'*. If)* 
('3062'*. 17)* 
('3063'*. 17f i  
('3024' ) 
('3065'*. 17) f 
('3057'*. 17) 
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R - 1 5 6 . 5 6  
R’ - 139 .02  
R i  - 105.04  
R4 - 17.40 
R5 - 0 
Totnl Taps 20 
180° 
151.5 I 202.5 
L 3 2173 I 1s 330 
Fig. 6-25 ET Base Instrumentation Layout 
c-a 
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O0 Unit Normal Vectors 
Fig. 6-26 ET Base Effective Area Modeling 
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Table 6-9 EFFECTIVE AREA MODELING OF TAPS FOR ET BASE 




329. E.T. eAsE 
330. E.T. eRsE 
332. E.T. ensE 
333. E.T. e m  
334. E.T. BASE 
335. E.T. e w  
336. E.T. ens€ 
337. E.T. eAsE 
338. E.T. eAsE 
339. E.T. ens€ 
340. E.T. BASE 
342. E.T. ewx 
343. E.T. eAsE 
344. E.T. e w x  
345. E.T. ens€ 
346. E.T. e m  
347. E.T. m s E  
348. E.T. ewx 
349. E.T. BASE 
351. E.T.  eAsE 
352. E.T. ens€ 
355. E.T. eAsE 
357. E.T. ensE 
358. E.T. ewx 
368. E.T. erxE 
361. E.T. ens€ 
362. E.T. eAsE 
363. E.T. e m  
364. E.T. ens€ 
365. E.T. eosE 
366. E.T. eAsE 
368. E.T. ensE 
369. E.T. ens€ 
378. E.T. BASE 
371. E.T. ens€ 
372. E.T. onsE 
373. E.T.  a i m  
331. E.T. BASE 
341. E.T. BASE 
358. E.T. BASE 
353. E.T. BASE 
354. E.T. BASE 
356 .  E.?. ens€ 
359. E.T. BASE 
367. E.T. EOSE 
374. E.T .  BRSE 
375. E.T. OHSE 
376. E.T. BASE 
377. E.T. 8nSE 
3713. E.T.  easE 
379. E.T. eQsE 
3130. E.T.  ensE 
m i .  E.T.  ens€ 
384. E.T. e e x  
385. E.T. aasE 
366. E . T .  ens€ 
38:. E.T .  ansE 
398. E.T.  e w x  
390. E.T.  a w x  
392. E.T.  m s E  
382. E . T .  BASE 
383. E.T. BCISE 
389. E.T. Bi4SE 
391. E.T. ECISE 
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6.10 ET FOREBODY 
The ET forebody instrumentation layout from Ref. 1 is shown in Fig. 
6-27. 
tial extent of the plume on the ET. Figures 6-28a through 6-29b are 
included to show a portion of this analysis. Table 6-10 lists each of the 
pressure integration areas along with their pressure tap assignments. 
Forebody plume effects were analyzed on the ET to determine the spa- 
Figures 6-28a through 6-288 show the hC variations at select ET 
P 
stations for the nominal and high-power setting for Mach 0.9 and 1.25. 
These figures indicate that the plume effects transonically were generally 
limited to the aft portion of the ET. Figures 6-29a and 6-29b show an 
example of the power-delta evaluation on top of the ET (between the Orbiter 
and the ET). This analysis indicated that the power effects were as far 
forward as the forward attached strut. 
6-51 
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View Lookinp. Forward 
Fig. 6-27 ET Forebody Instrumentation Layout 
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n - 9 .9  
. 9  1 . 1  090 - -410 1.6 
67 4 
\ T  X = 1500 1700 
I 3 
17 
Fig. 6-28a IA300 ET Rings - Forebody (ACp x 100) 
P W  
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,.4 010 - 410 
', x = 1500 
\T, 
E . b  
1920 
F i g .  6-28b IA300 ET Rings - Forebody (ACp x 100) 
Pwr 
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IA300 ET RINGS - FOREBODY 
AC x 100 
- 1 . 4  - 1 . 7  
cb \ 0 1500 
6 .9  5 . 7  
. 1 4  
.61 
2.l 
Fig. 6-28c IA300 ET Rings - Forebody (bCp x 100) 
Pwr 
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/ 
7 
- -1~40-  , .- 1700 1780 
F i g .  6-286 IA300 ET Rings - Forebody (AC, x 100) 
Pwr 
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Pouer Level Nit4 P On Run - 18612 
P O f f  Run - 18412 
Y - 2 b h 8 . 9  
h 
I V I  1 I , 1 1 I 
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6 
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1 3 5  
112.5 
90 
F i g .  6-29a ET Power Delta - Dual Strut (AC x 100) 
P 
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Mach 1 . 2 5  
o/B -410 
h o  
Power Level N/N P On Run * 208-2 
P Off Run - 210-2 
-1.1 .65 .a . 17  - . b $  
9-1.1 
.61 -1.1 -1 .4 - 1 . 2  1.6 
- 270 
-241 .5  
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A I I t 
1000 1100 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 
% 
Fig. 6-29b ET Power Delta - Dual Strut, 35-deg Nozzle (AC x 100) 
P 
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Table 6-10 EFFECTIVE AREA MODELING OF TAPS FOR ET FOREBODY 
B O W  TaP uM(c. dRER X Y z THETA PH I 
SO-FT. 
153. E.T. FBDY 
154. E.1. FBDY 
155. E.T. FBDY 
156. E.T. FBDY 
157. E.T. FBDY 
158. E.T. FBDY 
159. E.T. FBDY 
160. E.T. FBDY 
161. E.T. F B D Y  
162. E.T. FBDY 
163. E.T. FBDY 
164. E.T. FBDY 
165. E.T. FBDY 
166. E.T. FBDY 
167. E.T. FBDY 
168. E.T. FBDY 
169. E.T. FBDY 
170. E.T. FUDY 
171. E.T.  FBDY 
172. E.T. FBDY 
173. E.T. FBDY 
174. E.T. FBDY 
175. E.T. FBDY 
176. E.T. FBDY 
177. E.T. FODY 
178. E.T. FBUY 
I i 9 .  E.T. FODY 
ii5;j. E.;. Fi3DY 
181. E.T. FBDY 
182. E.T. FODY 
183. E.T .  FODY 
184. E.T. FBDY 
185. E.T. FODY 
186. E.T. FBDY 
187. E.T. FODY 
188. E.T. FBDY 
189. E.T. FBDY 
190. E.T. FODY 
191. E.T. FBDY 
192. E.T. FBDY 
193. E.T. FBDY 
194. E.T. FBDY 
1%. E.T. FUDY 
196. E.T. FBDY 
197. E.T. FODY 
198. E.T. FBDY 
199. E.T. FBDY 
ZOU. E.T. FBDY 
201. E.T. FBL’Y 
202. E.T. FODY 
203. E.T. FBDY 
204. E.T. FBDY 
205. E.T. FODY 
206. E . T .  FUDY 
2U7. E.T. FBDY 
708 .  E.T. F U l ~ Y  
ZsJ9. E.T. FBLIY 
210. E.T. FBDY 
ill. E . T .  FBDY 
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Table 6-10 (Continued) 
BODY tRe WFUNC. 
313. E.T. FBDY 
214. E.T. F0DY 
215. E.T. FBDY 
216. E.T. FBDY 
217. E.T. FBDY 
219. E.T. FBDY 
221. E.T. FBDY 
222. E.T. FBUY 
223. E.T. FBDY 
224. E.T. FBDY 
225. E.T. FBDY 
226. E.T. FBDY 
227. E.T. FHUY 
228. E.T. FBUY 
229. E.T. FBW 
231. E.T. FBDY 
232. E.T. FBDY 
233. E.T. FDDY 
234. E.T. FBDY 
235. E.T. FDDY 
2 3 6 .  E.T. FHDY 
237. E.T. FODY 
239. E.T. FBUY 
239. E.T. FBQY 
240. E.T. FUDY 
241. E.T. FBDY 
242. E.T. FBDY 
243. E . T .  FDDY 
244. E.T. FBDY 
245. E.T. FHDY 
246. E.T. FBUY 
247. E.T. FBDY 
248. E.T. FBDY 
249. E . T ,  FQDY 
250. E.T. FDDY 
251. E.T. FODY 
252. E.T. FBDf  
253. E.T. FBDY 
254. E.T. FBDY 
255. E.T. FCIbY 
256. E.T. FBDY 
257. E.T. FBDY 
258. E.T. F8DY 
259. E.T. FPDY 
260. E.T. FODY 
261. E.T.  FDDY 
262. E.T. FBDY 
263. E.T. FODY 
264. E.T. FPDY 
265. E.T. FDUY 
266. E.T. FBDY 
2 6 i .  E.T. FDDY 
2C.9. E.T. FUDY 
270. E . T .  FBDY 
271. E.T. FDDY 
218. E.T. FBOY 
228. E.T. FBDY 
238. E.T. FODY 
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Table 6-10 (Concluded) 
272. E.T. FODY 
273. E.T. FODY 
27d. E . t  FBDX 
275. E.T. FBDY 
276. E.T. FBbY 
277. E.T. FBDY 
278. E.T. FBDY 
279. E.T. FBDY 
280. E.T. FBDY 
281. E.T. FBDY 
ZUZ. E.T. rUDY 
203. E.T. I'ODY 
29.1. E.T. FUDY 
28s. E.T. rQDY 
286. E.T. FODY 
207. E.T. FUU'I 
288. E.T. FBDY 
289. E.T. FBDY 
290. E.T. FBDY 
291. E.T. FBDY 
292. E.T. FODY 
293. E.T. FODY 
294. E.T. FBDY 
295. E.T. FUDY 
296. E.T. FbUY 
297. E.T. FBDY 
299. E.T. FBDY 
299. E.T. FBDY 
300. E.T. FBDY 
301. E.T. FBDY 
302. E.T. FBDY 
303. E.T. FODY 
304. E.T. FBDY 
305. E.T. FBDY 
306. E.T. FUUY 
307. E.T. FBDY 
389. E.T. FBDY 
3ia.  E.T. ri3nY 
311. E.T. FBDY 
312. E.T. FBDY 
313. E.T. FODY 
314. E.T. FGUY 
315. E.T. FBDY 
316. E.T. FBDY 
317. E.T. FODY 
316. E.T. EBD'I 
520. E.T. FBDY 
321. E.T. FODY 
322. E.T. FBUY 
323. E.T. FBDY 
324. E.T. FeDY 
325.  E.T. FBDY 
326.  E.T .  FUDY 
327. E . T .  €BUY 
328. E.T. FBDY 
3013. E.T. FUDY 
3 1 9 .  E.T. r o w  
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The analysis of the plume induced forebody pressures showed that the 
spatial content included the entire wing and extended up to the region of 
the forward attach structure (see Section 6). The extent of the forebody 
plume induced pressure field for the original Space Shuttle Cold Flow Plume 
Test (IA119-IA138, Ref. 1) did not extend nearly this far forward on the 
vehicle. The magnitude of the plume induced pressure were not as large in 
test IA119 as they are in test IA300. The magnitude of the plume induced 
Orbiter forebody aerodynamic normal force (obtained by integrating the plume 
induced pressures) is presented in Fig. 7-1. Also presented in the figure 
are flight extracted increments that are the difference between flight 
extracted aerodynamic data and, pre-STS-1 predicted characteristics. Also  
presented in the figure are test results from a solid plume test, TWT-675. 
Note in the figure that the IA300 and TWT-675 test results show similar 
trends although the IA300 test results are slight higher than the TWT-675 
results. The best match of the flight extracted results occurs using the 
I A 3 0 0  test results with the SSME & SRB nozzles gimbaled in a similar fashion 
as the flight vehicle. The plume induced Orbiter wing normal force coeffi- 
cient data are presented in Fig. 7-2 and compared with flight extracted 
results. 
show a favorable comparison. 
cient comparison is presented in Fig. 7-3. The wing hinge moment plume 
induced aerodynamic characteristics were used as an indicator for the spatial 
content of the plume induced phenomenon. Although the figure shows a lack 
of correlation in the subsonic flight regime (IA300 test results show a 
negative increment compared to positive flight results), the subsonic values 
would require higher fidelity modeling of the elevon, flipper door, and hinge 
line geometric characteristics. The data scatter near Mach 1.0 is not of 
concern and is due to wind tunnel shock reflection problems. 
Comparison of the IA300 results with the flight extracted results 





7. ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 
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. 0 2  
0 
TWT 675 Results 
ORBITER FOREBODY DELTA 
1 ,., STS-1 Latest R I  
2 - STS-2 1 Exp. Data 
*-r Conf ig. ,os-. 3 - STS-3 ( J u l y  82) 
[ P ~ x x ]  P3C1 @ x = xx + AFAS 
\ _ _ _ _ _  Includes Att. Struct. .~ } Blockage Delta (AFAS) / 
I 
0 IA300 Nom. Pwr. 
Dual/Single - 35" SSME 
0 IA300 Hi Hi Pwr. 
Dual Strut - 22 SSME 
A IA300 Nom. Pwr. 
SSME - 5 " .  SRB + Z 0  
I I I -1 I- 1 1- 1. 
0.8 0.9 1 .o 1 . 1  1 . 2  1 . 3  1 . 4  0 . 6  0 . 7  
Mach Niimher 
Fig. 7-1 Comparison of Orbiter Normal Force Coefficient Plume 
Increments with Flight Extracted Data 
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- .01  
WING NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT sym. 
0 - IVBC-3 - DCR 6 r  = 1019 
I O  
ACNU = CN - C N  N -  IA300 Nom. Pwr. 
Single/Dual Strut p o n  P . O f f  
35" SSME ACnw = all3 = -410 
I 1019 Integrated H -  I A 3 0 0  Hi/Hi P w r .  
22' SSME 
' 
G i m  = -512 Dual Strut AC,'s 
a-' - \ 
/ / I  I$/ M .  / 4 
0 .7  0.8 0.9 1.0 1 . 1  I \ 1 . 2  I . 3 /  I .4 
F i g .  7-2 Comparison of Orbiter Wing Normal Force Coefficient 
Plume Increments with Flight Extracted Data 
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- . O ?  
-.a4 
ROCKWELL AVERAGE FLT-PRED. DELTAS 
Right  Inboard H.M. C o e f f .  
TWT 675 Results 
a- -5" Sym. Conf ig . 
1 - STS. l  
2 - STS.2 
[e311 P3C1 @ x = 1.0 in. 
[P421 P4C4 @ x = 2.0 in. 
P 3  il C i m  = 010 
pa 
/- 
A IA300 Dual S t . ,  
Nom. P w r .  35' SSME 
v IA300 Dual St. 
Nom. Pwr. 22' SSME 
Fig. 7-3 Comparison of Orbiter Wing Hinge Moment Coefficient 
Plume Increments with Flight Extracted Data 
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comparision above Mach 1.05 gives conclusive proof of the near simulation of 
the spatcial content of the plume induced pressure field using the IA300 
plume simulation. 
The close simulation of the flight extracted Orbiter and Orbiter com- 
ponent extracted aerodynamic increments with the IA300 plume induced aero- 
dynamic increments gives verification that the "aerodynamic anomoly" identi- 
fied on the first flight was due primarily to the plume-induced forebody 
aerodynamic characteristics being larger than predicted. The significance 
in the magnitude of the plume-induced aerodynamic characteristic is presented 
in Fig. 7-4. Figure 7-4 presents estimates of the SSLV, Orbiter, and lower 
stack normal force coefficient versus angle of attack with and without the 
influence of the plumes. The data in the figure shows that the plume induced 
Orbiter normal force coefficient is substantial and has the effect of in- 
creasing the Orbiter angle of attack over a degree. 
angle of attack is between -2 and -4 deg, the increase in Orbiter normal 
force due to plume effect is approximately 100 percent. Thus, the plume 
induced Orbiter aerodynamic characteristics are substantial. 
Noting that the flight 
The change in the lower stack normal force coefficient due to the plumes 
is also presented in Fig. 7-4. Note that the lower stack increment is much 
smaller than the Orbiter increment. The major contribution of the lower 
stick nnm.al force increment is due to the plume induced pressure field on 
the ET. The ET plume increment is presented on Fig. 7-5. The figure shows 
a good correlation with the flight extracted results. However, the extracted 
ET data are.questionable since there were not enough strut flight measure- 
ments made to directly backout the ET and SRB characteristics separately. 
The positive lower magnitude ET increments are different from what might be 
expected if one considers a positive pressure field increment in a "channel 
flow" between Orbiter and ET. Under this condition a negative ET increment 
of the same order of magnitude might be expected. the plume induced pressure 
field varies greatly with upstream location, however, the further aft posi- 
tion of the Orbiter Base and Body Flap significantly increase the plume 
effects on the Orbiter. The ET would have a negative plume increment if it 
7 -5 
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M = 0.9 
6 = 814 
EI l o  
A Fl igh t  Data Wing (Developed 
from Pressure Data) 
4 Orb i t e r  F l igh t  Data, Right 
and Le f t  Wing 
Mated Vehicle F l igh t  
Data, Left  Wing 
-8 
Lower Stack 
Fig. 7-4 SSLV and Element Normal Force Coefficient Characteristics 
(With and Without Plume Increments) 
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Fig. 7-5 Comparison of ET Normal Force Coefficient Plume 
Increments (With Flight Extracted Data) 
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were not for the difference in the plume induced pressure field around the 
aft attach structure and near the base region. Note in Fig. 7-5 that at 
certain Mach numbers ET plume induced normal force coefficients are negative. 
The net effect of the large Orbiter plume induced normal force coef- 
ficient and the lower stack lower magnitude increments results in a sub- 
I stantial change in the SSLV aerodynamic characteristics as shown in Fig. 7-4. 
The Orbiter plume induced pitching moment coefficients are presented in 
Fig. 7-6. These data can be compared to the normal force increment presented 
in Fig. 7-1 and it is evident that the center of the pressure is near the 
aft end of the Orbiter since the ratio of pitching moment and normal force 
approaches 1.0. 
The magnitude and Mach trends of the IA300 plume induced forebody aero- 
dynamic increments compare favorably with the flight extracted increments. 
This cmparision provides evidence that the flight "aerodynamic anamoiy" was 
primarily due to the erroneously predicted plume influence on the forebody 
aerodynamic characteristics. This error is suspected to be manifested in the 
evaluation of "Prototype Possibility Curves" 
and IA138 test results. 
used to interpret the IA119 











IA300 Orbi te r  Forebody Delta 
a - -4- 
6 .I 0.' 
SSIlE GIH - -5. 
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Mach Number 
Fig. 7-6 Orbiter Pitching Moment Coefficient Plume Increments 
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8 .  TEST RESULTS INTEGRATION 
The results of the integration of the base pressure and forebody power 
deltas are presented in tabular and graphical form in the Appendixes. The 
output of the Plume Integration Computer Program contains all the results of 
the pressure integration including base coefficient increments, forces and 
moments, and forebody coefficient increments from pressure integration. 
An example of the printout from a data set is presented in Fig. 8-1. 
The data are arranged in nine sections. Section 1 is a header block which 
identifies the data set according to Mach number, vehicle attitude, and 
engine gimbal setting. Section 2 presents the element forebody coefficient 
increments from pressure integration. Section 3 presents the total vehicle 
coefficient increments from pressure integration. Section 4 presents the 
results of the pressure integration over the base elements and components. 
Section 5 presents the total vehicle base forces and moments referenced to 
the Mission 3A trajectory. Section 6 presents the nozzle gas dynamic 
properties. Section 7 presents the nozzle gas dynamic similarity parameters 
for the SSME (SP) and SRB (SP4), respectively. Section 8 presents the 
average base pressure coefficient for each element. Section 9 presents the 
Mission 3A reference trajectory dynamic pressure and altitude. 
Printouts of each run sequence set are presented in Appendix A. 
sets are grouped for constant engine gimbal angle runs and various elevon 
deflections. Nominal data are presented first, followed by gimbal angle 
variations. Each data set is grouped by Mach number, and each Mach number 
group consists of the various angles of attack and angles of sideslip. 
Data 
Graphical results of pressure integration are presented in Appendixes B 
through E. Several observations should be made when analyzing these results. 
The angle of attack will be referred to as alpha and the angle of sideslip 
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Fig. 8-1 Sample of Data Listing 
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as beta. In some cases, the coefficient scale has been expanded for easier 
visibility; therefore, special attention should be paid to scaling para- 
meters on all graphs. 
As shown in Fig. 8-2, Appendix B contains results of longitudinal data 
plotted versus Mach number at -4 deg alpha and 0 degrees beta. 
shows longitudinal and lateral-directional data plotted versus SSHE gimbal 
for two SRB gimbal configurations, 0 and +2. These results are collected for 
Mach numbers 0.9, 1.1 and 1.25, and are presented in Appendix C. Appendix D 
contains results of longitudinal data plotted versus alpha at three betas, 
- 4 , 0 ,  and +4 degrees. Fig. 8-4 shows a sample of these results. As beta 
changes, the alpha origin shifts one unit to the right. Dashed lines are then 
used to show the variation of the data at f(B). Fig. 8-5 shows lateral- 
directional data plotted versus beta at four alphas, -8,  - 4 ,  0 and +4 deg. 
As alpha changes, the beta origin shifts one unit to the right. Dashed 
lines are once again used to show the variation of the data at different 
alphas. These results are presented in Appendix E. 
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Fig. 8-2 Sample of Analysis Plots  in Appendix B 
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